Across
2. TAXI — Otherwise known as a cab
4. RESERVATION — For booking
7. HOTEL — Where you can stay away from home
8. CAR — Has 4 wheels
11. IMMIGRATION — You need your passport
13. FERRY — Use it to cross the sea
15. PASSPORT — It has a picture of you
16. PLANE — You fly in it
18. TERMINAL — Where you can find planes, ferries and coaches
19. UNDERGROUND — Sometimes called the tube or subway
20. MOUNTAIN — Very large hill
21. BUS — Big vehicle

Down
1. TICKET — You won’t go anywhere without one
3. BEACH — By the sea
5. DEPARTURES — Where you go before you get on the plane
6. TRAIN — Long vehicle
9. BICYCLE — It has 2 wheels
10. CITY — A large town
12. LUGGAGE — You take it on holiday
14. ARRIVALS — Where you arrive at the airport
17. COACH — Like a bus, but more comfortable